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Dear friends, 

It is a true honor for Georgia to host the NATO-Georgia Public Diplomacy Forum 

for the second time.

This forum provides an invaluable opportunity for public diplomacy and commu-

nication professionals to come together to develop the strategies, share best 

practices, and actions required to effectively respond to the new challenges fac-

ing our security community.

This event is held not only in response to the changing nature and magnitude of 

security challenges facing the Allies and partners, but also to improve transat-

lantic strategic communication and enhance our ability to counter hybrid war-

fare and dispel propaganda and misinformation. It will also draw attention to the 

needs of the countries in the region and enable them to develop robust strate-

gies and measures together with NATO member states.

For our Government, strategic communication on Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic inte-

gration remains one of our top priorities. Georgia has been among the first tar-

gets of aggressive and deceptive information warfare and thus far we managed 

to successfully fight back against fabricated news and disinformation.

Giorgi Kvirikashvili
Prime Minister of  Georgia
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Georgia, as a NATO-aspirant country, is unwavering in its commitment to con-

tinuing cooperation with the Alliance. In March, we hosted the NATO Military 

Committee for its second visit. This May, the NATO Parliamentary Assembly will 

hold its session in Tbilisi, making Georgia the first non-NATO state to host the 

Parliamentary Assembly in fifteen years. As a responsible partner, we continue 

to carry our weight as members of the Alliance. We contribute to the NATO 

Response Force (NRF) and stand shoulder to shoulder with our allies in Afghan-

istan, Iraq and wherever we are needed.  

However, we firmly believe that NATO is not about War, but about Peace, and 

Peace entails uniting people and encouraging dialogue. 

In closing, I very much look forward to the forum’s engaging and productive dis-

cussions. I would like to thank the LEPL Information Center on NATO and EU 

for organizing this forum in cooperation with the Office of the State Minister 

of Georgia on European and Euro-Atlantic Integration. I would also like to ac-

knowledge the NATO Public Diplomacy Division and the NATO Liaison Office in 

Georgia for their integral support. 
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Dear Friends and participants,

It is my honor to welcome you at the NATO-Georgia Public Diplomacy Forum. 

I am pleased that this important initiative has grown into a traditional annual 

event in Georgia which gathers policy-makers and public opinion formers. This is 

an excellent platform to encourage effective debate and foster various methods 

and concepts of public diplomacy, which reflects the main values of the NATO 

on citizen engagement, transparency and accountability.

The fast-changing geopolitical landscape directly affects the domestic policy 

agenda and everyday lives of our citizens. It is evident that foreign relations 

can no longer be managed by traditional diplomatic practices alone and in this 

process broader and active public engagement as well as effective use of public 

diplomacy formats plays a crucial importance.

Georgia as an aspirant country and greater contributor to the global security and 

stability environment considers itself as a member of NATO and sees its future 

in this big family. We highly value that the importance of the Black Sea and the 

Black Sea region has already highlighted in the EU and NATO agenda. 

Giorgi Margvelashvili
President of  Georgia
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We altogether are responsible for building our common security and responding 

to existing challenges with a unified approach and resolve through the 

strengthening our unity with our participation in these processes. I am confident 

that by joining our forces and ensuring open dialogue with broad public 

participation, we will achieve common goal and tangible results in our national 

security issues as well as our European and Euro-Atlantic path. I firmly believe 

that protected and stable Georgia will be a guarantor of security and stability in 

the region and will further contribute to the realization of Europe whole, free and 

at peace idea.

I would like to use this opportunity to thank the organizers of this important 

forum and wish all participants fruitful discussions and successful exchange of 

ideas.
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Welcoming coffee, registration 

Opening of the NATO-Georgia Public Diplomacy Forum

Welcoming remarks:

MR. VICTOR DOLIDZE  State Minister on European and  
        Euro-Atlantic Integration

Keynote Address:

MR. GIORGI KVIRIKASHVILI Prime Minister of Georgia

H.E. MR. TACAN ILDEM  NATO Assistant Secretary General  
        for Public Diplomacy

Panel I: Role of effective public diplomacy facing current   

   security challenges, the case of NATO and EU

NATO and EU, sharing strategic interests and common security challeng-

es are moving to a new level of cooperation. To win hearts and minds of 

internal and external audiences, both NATO and EU have started building 

Institutional Stratcom capacities, using public diplomacy as a key tool. 

What are the models for effective cooperation at national and international 

level? On the other hand, what is the public diplomacy strategy of Georgian 

government on the way towards NATO membership internally, as well as 

externally? How can NATO and EU support the partner countries to build 

trust and mutual understanding by engaging with the public?

NATO-GEORGIA
Public Diplomacy Forum
10-11 April, 2017 Venue:  Radisson Blu Iveria, 1 Rose Revolution Square,  

 Tbilisi, Georgia

Day One, 10 April

08:30-09:00

09:00-09:05

09:30-11:00

09:05-09:15

09:15-09:25
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Moderator: MS. GUNA SNORE Senior Expert, NATO StratCom   
     Centre of Excellence

Panelists:      MR. MIKHEIL JANELIDZE Minister of Foreign Affairs  
     of Georgia

    H.E. MR. TACAN ILDEM NATO Assistant Secretary  
     General for Public Diplomacy

    H.E. MR. JANOS HERMAN Ambassador of the European  
     Union to Georgia

    MR. DAVID WATSON Head of campaigns, 
     Prime-Minister’s Office, United Kingdom

 DISCUSSION

 Coffee Break

Panel II:  Facing new realities in hybrid warfare: Strategies for  

   counteracting propaganda-regional perspective

Topic: After the collapse of the Soviet Union, former Soviet Republics have 

pursued dissimilar foreign policy goals and approaches towards the West. 

Meanwhile, Russia is using conventional/unconventional, regular/irregular, 

information and cyber warfare tools against the independent states. The 

annexation of Crimea by Russia, frozen conflict in Moldova and occupation 

of Georgia’s territories have led to rising fears that the Baltic nations of 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania might become Moscow’s next targets. How to 

use communication strategies effectively to fight anti-western propaganda 

in the region? What are the most effective soft power tools to deliver own 

narratives and messages to the population in breakaway regions? This panel 

will set out to review the lessons learned in addressing and countering 

propaganda, hybrid threats and challenges.

Moderator:   MRS. BEATA BIALY Senior Expert, 
     NATO StratcomCentre of Excellence

Panelists:     MR. VICTOR DOLIDZE State Minister on European and  
     Euro-Atlantic Integration of Georgia

10:30-11:00

11:00-11:30

11:30-13:00
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13:10-14:00

    MS. ALINA FROLOVA Advisor to the Minister of 
     information policy of Ukraine on Strategic Communications

    MR. VIKTORS MAKAROVS Advisor to the Minister of  
     Foreign Affairs of Latvia 

    MR. GERRY OSBOURNE Associate Director at M&C  
     Saatchi London

    MRS. ELENA MARZAC Information and Documentation  
     Centre on NATO in Moldova

 DISCUSSION

Presentation of the Manual “Strategic Communications – 

Practical Advice for Strategic Leaders” 

MS. MARY GABASHVILI Manager, NATO-Georgia Professional 
 Development Programme

MR. GERRY OSBOURNE Associate Director at M&C Saatchi London

 LUNCH

Panel III: Cyber warfare – a new art of war

Cyber threats and attacks are becoming more common, innovative and damag-

ing. Due to the growing sophistication of the cyber threats during the Warsaw 

Summit, NATO Allies recognized cyberspace as a domain of operations in 

which NATO must defend itself as effectively as it does in the air, on land 

and at sea. Online attack on a state can be the equivalent of an armed attack. 

How do NATO member and partner countries defend themselves in cyber and 

information warfare? How “trolls”, hackers and spies are rewriting the rules 

of conflict? How bots, algorithms and automated software tools manipulate 

public opinion? Is automated propaganda one of the biggest problems when it 

comes to spreading political disinformation on social media platforms?

Moderator: MR. MIRCEA GRIGORAS Deputy General Director at  
     CERT-RO, Romania

Panelists:    MR. IRAKLI GVENETADZE Head of Data Exchange  
     Agency, Georgia

12:30-13:00

13:00-13:10

14:00-15:30
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    MR. DAVIT CHILASHVILI  Deputy Head of Cyber 
     Security Bureau, MOD Georgia

    MR. SVEN SAKKOV  Director of Cyber Defence Centre  
     of Excellence, Estonia

    DR. GILLIAN BOLSOVER  Post-doctoral Researcher,  
     Oxford Internet Institute, United Kingdom 

    DR. KHATUNA MSHVIDOBADZE  Adjunct Professor  
     of Cyber Security at Utica College, USA

Cultural event for foreign guests (Visit to Old Tbilisi)

Welcoming Dinner at restaurant “Sirajkhana” (by invitations only)

 Address: 8/10 Vakhtang Orbeliani St, Tbilisi

Welcoming coffee

Welcoming remarks

MR. VICTOR DOLIDZE  State Minister on European and  
        Euro-Atlantic Integration

Keynote address: Georgia’s public diplomacy, branding and 

forming the image of the country

MR. GIORGI MARGVELASHVILI  President of Georgia

Q&A Session

Panel I: Traditional Media – a powerful source for forming  
   public opinion

Traditional media is a dominant and one of the most trusted sources of 

information worldwide that has the strongest influence on forming public 

16:30-18:30

19:00-21:00

Day Two, 11 April
09:30-10:00

10:03-10:15

10:00-10:03

10:30-12:00

10:15-10:30
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12:00-12:30

11:30-12:00

opinion. How is traditional media used as an effective tool to manipulate 

public? What determines the global media agenda? What role does 

journalism play in countering information war attempts? What is the future 

of traditional media in the digital era?

This panel’s discussion will also address the importance of the media 

literacy to understand and distinguish the outlines of propaganda.

Moderator:   MS. DESPINA AFENTOULI  Regional Coordinator for  
     Caucasus & C. Asia, NATO Public Diplomacy Division

Panelists:  MS. NINO IVANISHVILI  Dean of Caucasus School of
      Journalism and Media Management at Georgian 
     Institute of Public Affairs (GIPA)

    MS. RITA RUDUSA  Executive Director, Baltic Centre for  
     Media Excellence

    MR. BRIAN WHITMORE  Senior Russia Analyst, Radio  
     Free Europe

    MR. ANDREW NORTH  Freelance journalist based in  
     Georgia, former BBC correspondent

    MR. IULIAN CHIFU  Director of Early Warning and  
     Conflicts Resolution Center, Romania

 DISCUSSION

 Coffee Break

Panel II: Rethinking Public Diplomacy: the Role of Social Media

Social media is one of the fastest growing tools in modern public diplomacy. 

It breaks through geographical, cultural and even linguistic barriers. Social 

Media provides direct and indirect international engagement and empow-

ers individuals as well as groups. What is NATO’s new digital direction? 

What are the latest trends in using social media for achieving foreign policy 

goals? Will these methods be useful for promoting public engagement with 

organizations like NATO? How Marketers are taking note of different social 

media opportunities? How to digitalize the work of institutions/NGOs today? 

How to use social media to tell your story successfully? How to tackle the 

challenges that the digital future presents?

12:30-14:00
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14:10-15:10

Moderator: MR. YEVHEN FEDCHENKO  Director of Stopfake.org,  
     Ukraine

Panelists:  MS. BARBORA MARONKOVA  Director of NATO  
     Information and Documentation Centre, Ukraine

    MR. GLEN GILMORE  Forbes Top 20 Social Media 
     Influencer, Digital Marketing Strategist, USA

    MR. VATO KAVTARADZE  Founder, Creative Chairman  
     at Communications agency “WINDFOR`S”, Georgia

    MR. JAMES MILLER  Managing Editor, The Interpreter/  
     RFE, USA

    MR. SAMARUDDIN STEWART  Journalism Technologist,  
     former Department of State Franklin Fellow, 
     former Stanford University Knight Fellow

Closing remarks

MR. VICTOR DOLIDZE State Minister on European and   
       Euro-Atlantic Integration of Georgia

MRS. NINO BOLKVADZE Director of Information Center on NATO and EU

 LUNCH By invitations only

Workshops at the Information Center on NATO and EU

 Address: Sh. Dadiani 2/1

Workshop for media representatives – The role of Media in  

 hybrid warfare

Speaker:   MR. SAMARUDDIN STEWART Journalism Technologist,  

     former Department of State Franklin Fellow, former  

     Stanford University Knight Fellow

Workshop for government communicators – Building 

 governmental Sratcom capacities

Speaker:   MR. DAVID WATSON Head of campaigns,

     Prime-Minister’s Office, United Kingdom

14:00-14:10

15:15-16:30

16:45-18:00
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Giorgi Kvirikashvili is the Prime Minister of Georgia. Prior to becoming Prime 

Minister in December 2015, he served as Vice Prime Minister (2013-2105) while 

serving as Foreign Minister (2015) and Minister of Economy and Sustainable De-

velopment (2012-2015). Kvirikashvili is leading the effort to modernize Georgia’s 

economy and more fully integrate the country into European and Euro-Atlantic 

economic and security structures.

Previously, Kvirikashvili served as a CEO at Cartu Bank and Principal at Lenzie 

Fisher Hendry LLC. He has also held positions at First Commercial Bank, United 

Georgian Bank, and Trade Invest Bank. He served as a Member of Parliament 

from 1999 to 2004 and a team leader of the Parliament’s working group on Geor-

gia’s accession to the WTO. Kvirikashvili received a Master’s degree in Finance 

from the University of Illinois in the United States. He obtained an undergrad-

uate degree in Economics from Tbilisi State University and an undergraduate 

degree in Medicine from Tbilisi State Medical Institute.

Prime Minister of  Georgia
Giorgi Kvirikashvili
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H.E. Giorgi Margvelashvili was elected as the President of Georgia on October 

27, 2013. The Former Vice Premier and the Minister of Education and Science, Gi-

orgi Margvelashvili is a strong democrat and a reformer. He is the initiator of the 

process of essential transformation of the politicized education system. In May, 

2013 Giorgi Margvelashvili was named as the Presidency candidate by the coa-

lition “Georgian Dream” and he confidently won the elections with 62% of vote.

Giorgi Margvelashvili graduated from Tbilisi State University in 1992 and ob-

tained his degree in Philosophical Sciences. Throughout the period from 1993 

to 1994, he continued studying in Central European University (Czech Republic, 

Prague) and in the period from 1993 to 1996 – in the Georgian National Academy 

of Sciences. In 1998 he obtained the academic degree of Doctor of Philosophic 

Sciences in Tbilisi State University.

Throughout the period from 1996 to 1997, Giorgi Margvelashvili taught Philos-

ophy and Cultural Studies in Tbilisi Free University. In the period from 1995 

to 2000, he held the position of the Local Government Expert in Tbilisi office 

of National Democratic Institute (NDI – the American organization which is 

engaged in strengthening the democratic principles in the world). From 2000 

to 2012, Giorgi Margvelashvili worked at different positions at the Georgian 

Institute of Public Affairs (GIPA). In the periods from 2000 to 2006 and 2010 to 

2012, he held a position of a Rector at GIPA while from 2006 to 2010, he led the 

Research Department.

President of  Georgia
Giorgi Margvelashvili
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Victor Dolidze is the State Minister of Georgia on European and Euro-Atlan-

tic integration since December 2016. Between the years of 2012-2016 he was 

elected as a Member of the Parliament of Georgia. From 2012 till April 2015 Mr. 

Dolidze was the Chairman of the Committee on European Integration and from 

March 2015 Co-President of the Eastern Partnership, EURONEST Parliamentary 

Assembly. From 2010 to 2012 he was elected member of the forth convocation of 

Tbilisi City Assembly. Also, from 2009 to 2016 Mr. Victor Dolidze was a member 

of the political team of Irakli Alasania, as well as one the founders, and a board 

member of the political party “Free Democrats”. From 2005 to 2009 he was the 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in the Republic of Austria and the 

Republic of Hungary and the permanent representative to OSCE and other Inter-

national Organizations in Vienna (Austria). During the professional career Mr. 

Viktor Dolidze was actively involved in the activities of the Security Committee 

of OSCE. In 2007 he led the directions of Police issues at the Security Committee. 

In August 2008 he actively presented the Interests of Georgia to OSCE and the 

number of Military Observers was increased in the conflict zone. While working 

to NATO he was a member of the Political, Military-Political, Scientific, Civil De-

fense Planning Committees and Economic Directorate. Until 2005 for one year, 

Mr. Dolidze was the director of the International Security Department in Nation-

al Security Council of Georgia. Between 2001-2004 he was the Counsellor in the 

Embassy of Georgia in the Kingdom of Belgium and the member of the Mission 

of Georgia to NATO. In the late 1990s he was serving in the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs of Georgia in the Military-Political Department as the Head of NATO 

State Minister of  Georgia on European and Euro-Atlantic Integration
Victor Dolidze
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Division and afterwards as the Head of Bilateral Relations Division. From 1996 

to 1997 Mr. Victor Dolidze was on different positions at the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs of Georgia.

Born in 4 July 1973, Mr. Dolidze graduated from Tbilisi State University in 1995 

and holds Bachelor’s Degree in the International Law and International Rela-

tions. He completed several  courses on Defense and Security Resources Man-

agement in 1997 at NATO Defense College (Rome, Italy), in 1998 Swedish Nation-

al Defense College, in 1999 he studied at the Defense Resources Management 

Institute (Monterey, California, USA) and in 2004 George C. Marshall European 

Center of Security Studies (Garmisch, Germany).
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Mikheil Janelidze was appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs on 30 December 

2015.

Mr. Janelidze served as First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of Georgia from 

September 2015 until his appointment as Minister. In this capacity, he had a 

portfolio of Georgia’s relations with the United States and Canada as well as 

economic diplomacy.

Prior to moving to the Georgian Foreign Service, Mr. Janelidze has enjoyed an 

extensive career at the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development of 

Georgia in the period of 2009-2015 initially as Director of Foreign Trade and In-

ternational Economic Affairs Department, and, since 2011, as Deputy Minister of 

Economy and Sustainable Development. Throughout these years he also served 

as Georgia’s Chief Trade Negotiator with the EU and Chairman of Intergovern-

mental Economic Commissions with various countries. Before joining the public 

service and taking up the government job, Mr. Janelidze worked for the private 

sector as a manager and an entrepreneur in the area of business development 

and management consulting mostly focused on international trade and invest-

ment.

Mr. Janelidze earned his Bachelor’s degree with honors in International Rela-

tions from Tbilisi State University in 2002. Later, in 2003-2006, he continued his 

postgraduate studies in International Law and European Law at the Diplomatic 

Minister of  Foreign Affairs of  Georgia
Mikheil Janelidze
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Academy in the Russian Federation. In 2011, Mr. Janelidze earned his Master’s 

degree in Business Administration with Distinction from the Grenoble Graduate 

School of Business in France and the International Executive MBA from CSB in 

Georgia. Prior to that, in 1996-1997, Mr. Janelidze studied at the Hochwald Gym-

nasium in Wadern, Germany.

In 2011 Mikheil Janelidze was awarded – the Order of Honor – for his outstand-

ing contribution to the development of foreign trade and international economic 

relations of Georgia.
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Ambassador Tacan Ildem was appointed Assistant Secretary General for Public 

Diplomacy in March 2016. He advises the Secretary General on public diplomacy 

issues and directs the Public Diplomacy Division (PDD), which plays a key role in 

conveying the Alliance’s strategic and political messages to opinion formers and 

to the public in general. PDD works to raise the Alliance’s profile with audiences 

world-wide and to build support for Alliance operations and policies. 

Ambassador Ildem is a senior Turkish diplomat. Since the start of his career 

in 1978, he has held positions involving multilateral and bilateral affairs. Before 

assuming his current responsibilities, Ambassador Ildem served as Permanent 

Representative of Turkey to the OSCE in Vienna from 2011 until 2016. During his 

term in Vienna he performed the duties as the Chairperson of the OSCE Secu-

rity Committee and as the Coordinator for Conflict Cycle for the Helsinki +40 

process. Previously Ambassador Ildem was Director General for International 

Security Affairs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) in Ankara (2009-2011), 

Turkey’s Permanent Representative to NATO (2006-2009) and Ambassador of 

Turkey to the Kingdom of the Netherlands (2003-2006). His earlier assignments 

include Chief of Cabinet and Principal Foreign Policy Advisor to the President 

of the Republic of Turkey (2000-2003) when he also acted as the Presidential 

Spokesperson; Special Advisor to the Undersecretary of the MFA; Head of the 

NATO and Western European Union Department; Minister-Counsellor and Dep-

uty Chief of Mission at the Turkish Embassy in Athens; Head of the NATO Mil-

itary Affairs Department at the MFA; Political Counsellor and Spokesperson at 

NATO Assistant Secretary General for Public Diplomacy
Tacan Ildem
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the Turkish Embassy in Washington D.C.; and First Secretary at the Permanent 

Mission to NATO as well as at the Turkish Embassy in New Delhi. 

Through these roles Ambassador Ildem has accumulated extensive experience 

in the international security domain with particular involvement in transatlantic 

relations. He has taken part in a number of key NATO initiatives, including the 

development of the 2010 Strategic Concept. 

Ambassador Ildem was born in 1956 and is a graduate of Ankara University Polit-

ical Science Faculty with a specialisation in international relations.
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Guna Snore is a senior expert at the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of 

Excellence in Riga, Latvia. Before joining the Centre she spent 11 years in NATO 

HQ in Brussels, Belgium, where she initially served as Latvian Diplomat at the 

Latvian Delegation to NATO and Program Manager of the Public Diplomacy Di-

vision of NATO International Staff. Throughout her career at NATO IS she was 

in charge of collective defence and defence capabilities related public diploma-

cy projects and cooperation with non-governmental partners in Baltic countries 

and Poland. 

Senior expert, NATO Strategic Communications Centre of  Excellence
Guna Šnore 
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Since 2014 H.E Janos Herman has been Ambassador of the European Union to 

Georgia. From 2009 to 2013 he served as EU Ambassador to Norway. From 2005 to 

2009 he worked in Brussels at the European Commission’s Directorate-General 

for External Relations, firstly as Chief Adviser for regional cooperation and then 

as Deputy Political Director. 

Mr. Herman was Hungary’s Permanent Representative to NATO from 2001 to 

2005. Before that he occupied a variety of roles within Hungary’s government, 

notably as Government Spokesman and State Secretary for Foreign Affairs. 

He studied in Budapest and Moscow and graduated in 1975 from the State Uni-

versity of International Relations in Moscow.

Ambassador of  the European Union to Georgia
Janos Herman
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David Watson is a British Civil Servant who has spent the last five years as 

Head of Campaigns in the UK Prime Minister’s Office. David is a specialist in 

behavioural communications and campaign strategy, and in this role has led UK 

government work on issues as varied as recruitment to the Armed Forces, coun-

try branding and promoting science and engineering. He has also held Head of 

Marketing roles at three different UK Government ministries.

As part of the UK Government’s international communications consultancy, Da-

vid has provided communications advice to the Administration of the Govern-

ment of Georgia for the last two years, and is currently working closely with 

NATO.

David holds an honours degree in Politics with a specialism in Eastern Europe 

and the Former Soviet Union from Lancaster University, and a postgraduate 

qualification in Communications Leadership from the University of Huddersfield. 

He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a member of the Royal Common-

wealth Society.

Head of  campaigns, Prime-Minister’s Office, United Kingdom
David Watson
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She is a graduate of the Warsaw University in French Philology and Business 

Administration, and completed an MBA program of the University of Warsaw 

and the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Prior to her civil servant carrier, 

she worked as manager in Polish media for 15 years. Beata was deputy CEO for 

one of the leading dailies publishing groups and deputy director of Polskie Radio 

Channel One. As civil servant, she worked first in the Polish Ministry of Transport 

where she was in charge of EU affairs, and later as director of Public Affairs De-

partment for the Ministry of National Defence. She was responsible for creating 

Strategic Communication structure in the Polish MOD and represented Poland 

in the NATO STRATCOM COE Steering Committee. Her big passion is literature, 

which she has been pursuing by writing books, mainly for children, and trans-

lating French and English literature (more than 20 books published in Poland). 

Privately, married, with three children. 

Senior expert, NATO STRATCOM Centre of  Excellence
Beata Biały
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Strategic communication expert and civic activist, owner and CEO of RAM 360 

Agency, independent Ukrainian marcom agency. Fifteen years experience in 

strategic communications, brand development and advocacy for multination-

al and Ukrainian leading companies. Expert on Governmental Communication 

Reform, Project lead for Ukraine-NATO Strategic Communications Partnership 

Road Map implementation. Head of the Board of Directors of professional mar-

keting association – the International Association of Marketing Initiatives. She 

has a MA degree in political science and international relations (Kyiv State Uni-

versity). 

From June 2015 Advisor to Minister of Informational Policy of Ukraine on stra-

tegic communication in charge of StarCom development and governmental 

communication reform direction, cooperation with NATO and other security 

and defense partners, member of State Foreign Broadcast Multimedia Platform 

development team. Head of StratComUA NGO established to support stratcom 

capacity building in Ukraine  

April 2015 – Jan 2016 Advisor to Deputy Minister MOD Ukr supporting Strat-

Com development, foreign media relations and special projects. Co-Founder of 

Ukraine Crisis Media Center. South-East Ukraine Division Coordinator (till Dec 

2014).

StratCom Advisor to Minister of  Information Policy of  Ukraine
Alina Frolova
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Elena Mârzac is the Executive Director of the Information and Documentation 

Center on NATO in the Republic of Moldova – non-governmental institution, 

which aims to promote the Euro-Atlantic values and principles and to support the 

cooperation between Moldova and NATO through public diplomacy tools. Until 

the current position Ms. Mârzac has worked in the non-governmental, govern-

mental sector and academia. She is currently a PhD student (the subject of re-

search is Strategic Communication in Security and Defence sector) , holds a 

MBA. Her academic focus is in Russian communication strategies and its use of 

soft power projection and hybrid warfare tactics in Eastern Europe, in particular 

pro-Russian disinformation and propaganda. She participated in a number of 

International Forums, conferences on security, international relations and public 

diplomacy, NATO  courses at NATO School in Oberammergau (Germany) and 

NATO Defence College  in Rome She is member of different national commit-

tees and working groups on communication, information and security related 

issues. 

Information and Documentation Centre on NATO in Moldova
Elena Mârzac
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Viktors Makarovs is advisor to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Latvia. His port-

folio includes communication, media support and public diplomacy issues. Be-

fore joining the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Makarovs worked in the NGO sector 

as researcher and policy analyst. His academic interests include, among others, 

integration issues, multiculturalism, national and European identity, political cul-

ture, democracy and citizenship. He holds a master’s degree in Political Science 

from the University of Copenhagen.

Advisor to the Minister of  Foreign Affairs of  Latvia
Viktors Makarovs
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To the Minister Gerry Osborne joined M&C Saatchi as a Strategic Communica-

tions Director in 2015 after a 26 year career in the British Army. Having spent most 

of his service as a front line helicopter pilot and aviation commander his primary 

interest in strategic communications led him to a posting as a StratCom advisor 

in the Military Strategic Effects department of the Ministry of Defence. In this 

role he worked alongside the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Cabinet 

Office, Number 10 Downing Street and Department of International Develop-

ment on communications projects in Libya, the South Atlantic, Ukraine, the Baltic 

States and Georgia. He was the principal UK advisor to NATO on the formation 

of the Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence in Latvia and redesigned 

the UK MOD Strategic Communications Framework template.  

Harnessing his military, cross government and commercial Strategic communi-

cations experience, Gerry has developed his own approach to help organisations 

place communications at the heart of Strategy in an ever more complex informa-

tion environment. In addition to his current primary focus in the Baltic and South 

Caucuses region, he is also providing communications assistance to several Gulf 

State government institutions and is M&C Saatchi’s chief consultant to the UK 

Niteworks Partnership as Information Activities and Outreach Subject Matter 

Expert.

Associate Director at M&C Saatchi London
Gerry Osbourne
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Is an experienced Cyber Security professional, with almost 6 years of experi-

ence in the investigation of cyber-attacks relevant to national security and over 

9 years working on National Security issues altogether. He is Deputy General 

Director of CERT-RO since Jan. 2014, where he coordinates the reaction and re-

sponse to cyber security incidents nationwide, the cooperation with other insti-

tutions dealing with cyber security response and investigation, as well as the 

cooperation with the private sector in identifying and mitigating cyber threats.                 

He is member of several EU-level working groups and committees as well as 

international expert groups in the area of Network and Information Security and 

has participated as trainer in several European projects in the areas of Cyber 

Crime and Cyber security.

Deputy General Director at CERT-RO, Romania
Mircea Grigoras 
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An IT expert with 20 years of experience, including work for governmental, inter-

national and private organizations in Georgia. As an IT Expert, Mr. Gvenetadze has 

experience in the following areas: ICT project management; ICT strategy devel-

opment; Information security implementation and audit; ICT infrastructure audit; 

ICT project implementation audit; ICT strategy plan evaluation; ICT operational 

management and change management procedure development; Management of 

IT supply and software development tenders; ICT security policy development. 

Mr. Irakli Gvenetadze is also the member of e-governance state committee of Geor-

gia, one of the founders of ICT Council of Georgia and Georgian IT Innovation Event.

Prior to joining Data Exchange Agency in January 2010, Mr. Irakli Gvenetadze partic-

ipated in different projects directed to e-governance development.  These projects 

include formation of Georgian Governmental Network, elaboration of a strategy for 

data exchange infrastructure and citizen portal, creation of e-filing system and etc.

Data Exchange Agency, headed by Mr. Irakli Gvenetadze is a principal govern-

mental body in Georgia, which coordinates e-governance and information and cy-

ber security development.  Under his leadership the agency turned into a primary 

governmental unit responsible for country’s information and cyber security issues.  

Within this direction the agency is authorized to cover critical information infra-

structures and public sector.  Data Exchange Agency has played a key role in form-

ing Georgia’s Cyber Security Strategy and the Law of Information Security.  Along 

this Data Exchange Agency operates Georgia’s National CERT – CERT.GOV.GE.

Head of  Data Exchange Agency, Georgia
Irakli Gvenetadze
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Mr. David Chilashvili – (Degree in Engineering) Deputy Head of Cyber Security 

Bureau under the Ministry of Defence of Georgia since 2014. He was an initiator 

of creating cyber capabilities in the Ministry of Defence of Georgia. 

As an expert in cyber security sphere, Mr. Chilashvili has multiple year experience 

of working in the Defence Field. He was previously serving as Head of Policy 

and Planning Division of Information Technology Department in the Ministry of 

Defence of Georgia. 

Mr. Chilashvili gained 15 year experience in Information and Communication 

technologies through working in different national and internationalorganizations 

including service in middle east. 

Deputy Head of  Cyber Security Bureau, MOD Georgia
Davit Chilashvili
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Director of the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (NATO 

CCD COE). 

Educated at the University of Cambridge (M.Phil.), Royal College of Defence 

Studies, University of Tartu and St. Lawrence University, Sven Sakkov has been 

working in the field of defence and security since 1995. He served as an under-

secretary for defence policy (policy director) of the Ministry of Defence of Esto-

nia between 2008 and 2015. Previously, he has worked at the Estonian Embassy 

in Washington, Estonian Mission to NATO, as national security advisor of the 

President of Estonia and as the director of Policy Planning of the Ministry of 

Defence of Estonia. 

Sven Sakkov assumed the command of the Tallinn-based NATO CCD COE on 

September 1st 2015.

Director of  Cyber Defence Centre of  Excellence, Estonia
Sven Sakkov
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Dr. Gillian Bolsover is a post-doctoral researcher at the University of Oxford’s 

Oxford Internet Institute. She researches computational propaganda – the use 

of technology to manipulate online public opinion. She previously completed a 

DPhil (PhD) in the same department, researching how the commercialisation of 

the Internet affects its ability to provide a venue for political speech in different 

political systems through a comparison of these processes in the U.S. and China. 

Gillian also holds a double masters in Global Media and Communications from 

the London School of Economics and Political Science and Fudan University in 

Shanghai and a BA in photojournalism and political science from the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Post-doctoral Researcher, Oxford Internet Institute, United Kingdom
Gillian Bolsover
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Dr. Khatuna Mshvidobadze is an Adjunct Professor of Cyber security at Utica 

College, New York, which is designated by NSA and DHS as a National Center 

of Academic Excellence in Information Assurance and Cyber Defense Educa-

tion.  She is also a Principal at Cyberlight Global Associates. LLC, and a Senior 

Fellow at the Georgian Foundation for Strategic (GFSIS) and International Stud-

ies. Her Presentations on “Russian Cyber Threats” have been made at FBI Head-

quarters and field offices, US Department of Homeland Security, US Department 

of Justice, US Defense Intelligence Agency, as well as at various American pri-

vate companies, think tanks, institutions and associations. 

Dr. Mshvidobadze has been Deputy Director of the Information Center on NATO 

and Adviser to the office of the Ministry of Defense of Georgia. An expert on 

cyber security and geopolitics, her articles have appeared in Georgian and in 

English, including in Defense News, Jane’s Defence Weekly, US News & World 

Report, Jane’s Foreign Report, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty and more. She 

is also the author of numerous “Expert Opinion” papers, reports and training 

courses on cyber issues. In 2015, she published a monograph, “Georgia Cyber 

Barometer Report” under the auspices of the UK National Crime Agency.

She holds a B.A. in English and Western Literature from Tbilisi State University, 

an M.B.A. from the Caucasus School of Business, an M.S. in Cyber Forensics 

and Intelligence from Utica College and a Ph.D. from Georgian Technical Uni-

versity. In the autumn of 2011, she was a Rumsfeld Fellow at the Johns Hopkins 

University School for Advanced International Studies.

Adjunct Professor of  Cyber Security at Utica College, USA
Khatuna Mshvidobadze
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Despina Afentouli is the Program Officer for Partnerships/Cooperative Security 

and Open Door policies, regional coordinator for South Caucasus & Central Asia 

and Program Officer for Moldova at NATO’s Public Diplomacy Division (Engage-

ments Team).  

In this capacity, she is responsible for the elaboration and implementation of all 

Public Diplomacy activities related to NATO’s partnerships, she represents Pub-

lic Diplomacy Division in the respective NATO Committees and official meetings 

with the countries under her responsibility.

Ms. Afentouli joined the organization in 2001. From 1986 to 2001, she worked as a 

journalist and columnist specialising in Foreign Policy and European Affairs. She 

was European Affairs Editor at the Athens News Agency (1997-2001), editor-in-

chief of the Greek edition of the Economist Intelligence Unit reports (1996-1999), 

diplomatic correspondent, STAR Channel (1995-1996) and Messimvrini Daily, 

(1995-1996), political correspondent, Kathimerini Daily (1989-1994), Foreign Af-

fairs editor, Athens Municipal Radio (1986-1989). She studied Law at the Athens 

University (BA) and earned a MA in Political Communication at the University 

of Paris-I (Sorbonne). She also attended the Institut Francais de Presse (Univer-

sity of Paris II). She was a member of the European Association of Journalists 

and received the Kalligas Award (November 2000) for contributing to the dis-

semination of European ideas in Greece. She was also Secretary General of 

the European Network of Women Journalists (1994-98) and official candidate of 

Regional Coordinator for Caucasus & C. Asia, NATO Public Diplomacy Division
Despina Afentouli
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Greece for the prize Women of Europe in 1993. In addition, she was a member 

of the Greek-Turkish Forum aiming at the promotion of civil society cooperation 

between Greece and Turkey (1996-2000) and member of Win Peace, a women’s 

organisation promoting cooperation in South Eastern Europe. 

She is the author of four books (“A journey in Greek foreign policy”, Athens, 

Potamos, 2005 / “EMU: The day after”, Athens, Dromeas, 1999/ “The Europe we 

want”, Athens, I. Sideris, 1997/“May ’68: Twenty years after”, Athens, Odysseas, 

1988) and of numerous articles on international relations and foreign policy.
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Nino Ivanishvili joined the team of media educators after working for more than 

20 years at Reuters and Thomson Reuters as Senior TV Producer, based in Tbilisi, 

Georgia and Moscow, Russia. 

As a member of interracial team at her time with Reuters she reported on all 

aspects of the region, from general and political news through to business and 

economics, including news and feature stories. She has an extensive experience 

of working in Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia and all other ex-Soviet states. She 

has had long reporting spells in the Russian republic of Chechnya, covering the 

conflicts there. 

The major stories that she has covered in the CIS were the wars and conflicts in 

Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Tajikistan. She also covered Georgia’s Rose 

Revolution, the Belsan school siege in North Ossetia, and the political crisis in 

Ukraine, which led to the country’s so-called orange revolution.

The major international stories NinoIvanishvili covered include the conflicts and 

wars in Macedonia, Kosovo, Afghanistan, and the war in Iraq. She had several 

spells in Italy to cover the Pope Story and political crises followed by elections.

In 2009 Nino was named Reuters Journalist of the Year as the lead member of 

the teamcovering Russia-Georgia 2008 August war.

Dean of  Caucasus School of  Journalism and Media Management at 
Georgian Institute of  Public Affairs (GIPA)

Nino Ivanishvili
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Rita Rudusa is a veteran Latvian journalist and editor, and theexecutive director 

of the Baltic Centre for Media Excellence (BCME), a Riga-based NGO designed 

to serve as media intelligence hub and to provide tailor-made training for media 

professionals in the Baltics and the Eastern Partnership. She entered journalism 

in the early nineties, a time of tectonic shifts in European history, and was one 

of the first special correspondents of the newly independent Latvia, working for 

Diena, the flagship daily. She was based in Moscow, and covered the rapidly 

changing political and cultural landscape, interviewing a range of significant fig-

ures, including Vaclav Havel and YegorGaidar. Rita Rudusa spent several years 

in Prague working as a broadcaster at Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, and in 

London as a media researcher at the Open Society Foundations. Before moving 

to her current position at the BCME she worked as the commissioning editor for 

news, current affairs and documentaries at the Latvian Public Television. Rita 

Rudusa is the author of Forced Underground, a book about being gay in the So-

viet Latvia, and the translator of several books from Czech into Latvian, including 

Vaclav Havel’s Letters to Olga.

Executive Director,
 Baltic Centre for Media Excellence

Rita Ruduša
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Brian Whitmore is a senior Russia analyst for RFE/RL. He is the author of The 

Power Vertical Blog, The Power Vertical Podcast, the Daily Vertical, and the 

Morning Vertical, all of which focus on Russian affairs. Prior to joining RFE/RL in 

2007, Whitmore worked for eight years for the Boston Globe, first in the Globe’s 

Moscow bureau and later as Central and Eastern European correspondent 

based in Prague. Before this he was a political correspondent and columnist 

for The Moscow Times and its sister publication, The St. Petersburg Times. He 

also taught international relations as a graduate instructor at the University of 

South Carolina and as a visiting lecturer in the International Relations Faculty 

of St. Petersburg State University in Russia and Mechnikov National University 

in Odessa, Ukraine. Whitmore’s work has appeared in leading Western foreign 

affairs media, including The Atlantic, The New Republic, Foreign Policy, and 

Newsweek, and he is frequently sought out to provide political commentary, 

including by CNN, the BBC World Service, and NPR. He has a Bachelor’s Degree 

in Politics from St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia and an MA in Political 

Science from Villanova University.

Senior Russia Analyst, Radio Free Europe
Brian Whitmore
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Andrew North is a British journalist and writer based in Tbilisi, and a former BBC 

correspondent in Afghanistan, Iraq, India and the United States. He contributes 

to Foreign Affairs and The Guardian among other international publications and 

is currently working on a book about his reporting. Andrew has specialised in 

reporting on the Middle East and South Asia, but has also covered conflicts and 

disasters around the world. In 2008, he reported on the Georgia-Russia war.

 Freelance journalist based in Georgia, former BBC correspondent
Andrew North
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Professor Dr. Iulian Chifu has been Presidential Counsellor for Strategic Affairs 

and International Security, Romanian Presidency, between 2011-2014.

Between May 2006 and October 2011 Mr. Chifu was Counsellor for Foreign, Secu-

rity and Defence Policy for the Vicepresident of the Romanian Senate. Between 

July 2002 and September 2011 Iulian Chifu was Director at the Center for Conflict 

Prevention and Early Warning Romania. Between 2001 and 2002, Mr. Chifu was 

Director of the Center for Conflict Prevention, Academical Foundation for Black 

Sea, Bucuresti (Romania). Previously, between 1997 and 2001, he was Director for 

programs at the Group for Contemporary History Studies, Center for European 

History and Civilisation, Romanian Academy, Iasi (Romania). 

Mr. Iulian Chifu is specialised in Conflict Analysis, Crisis Decision-making and 

Post/Conflict Reconstruction, teaching at the Department International Relations 

and European Integration SNSPA, Bucuresti (Romania) since 2000. Since 2005, 

Mr. Chifu has been Associate Professor at the National Defence College, Bu-

curesti (Romania). Between 2007 and 2008, Mr. Chifu was Associate Professor 

National Academy for Information, Bucuresti (Romania). Between 2002 and 2007, 

Mr. Chifu was Scientific Secretary at the Department for International Relations, 

SNSPA, Bucuresti (Romania). Moreover, between 2002 and 2005 he was Associ-

ate professor at the Center for NATO Studies, Bucuresti (Romania).

Between 1998 and 2004, Mr. Chifu attended a PhD in History Science, Contempo-

rary History Specialty, graduating with the thesis “Basarabia under Soviet occu-

Director of  Early Warning and Conflicts Resolution Center, Romania
IulianChifu 
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pation 1940-1941; 1944-1991”, at University of Craiova, Romania. He had graduated 

in 1992 from University “A.I.Cuza”, Iasi (Romania), Faculty of Mathematics and 

Physics, Mathematics Section. Mr. Chifu attended post-university studies in In-

ternational Relations at SNSPA Bucuresti between 1997 and 1999.

In August 2010, Mr. Chifu attended the International Visitors Leadership Program, 

Conflict Prevention at the US State Department, Washington (United States). In 

December 2006, Mr. Chifu attended the Senior Course on Crisis Management 

and Civil Emergency Planning at the Institute for National Defense and Security 

Policy Studies, Swedish National Defense College, Stockholm (Sweden). In May 

2005, Mr. Chifu attended a graduate course in ,,Intelligence and Civil Society” at 

the Center for Civil-Military Relations, Naval Post-Graduate School, Monterrey, 

California (United States).
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Yevhen Fedchenko, Ph.D, co-founder and Chief Editor of fact-checking website 

StopFake.org, is also Director of the Mohyla School of Journalism at National 

University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Kyiv, Ukraine.

He spent almost 20 years with media industry, covering international stories 

for different types of media. He was co-founder of Digital Future of Journalism 

program for journalists and Digital Media for Universities Internet journalism 

curriculum development program. He teaches courses in International news and 

factual programming.  

His main interests are digital journalism and innovations, journalism education 

in transitional societies, news standards, propaganda and weaponization of in-

formation, coverage of international politics in media. He contributed his com-

ments to the NYT, RFE/RL, BBC, NPR, WNYC, Public Radio International, Radio 

Canada International, CBC, Mashable, SKY etc.

In 2010-2011 Yevhen Fedchenko was Fulbright visiting professor at USC Annen-

berg (Los Angeles, USA).  

Director of  Stopfake.org, Ukraine
Yevhen Fedchenko
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Ms. Maronkova joined NATO HQ, Public Diplomacy Division in Brussels, Belgium 

in 2006 as program coordinator to oversee projects that aim to raise awareness 

and promote NATO in a number of NATO member states. As of September 2010, 

she worked as programme manager for the Western Balkans where she de-

signed, planned and implemented public diplomacy campaigns.  In this capacity, 

she advised candidate countries on their national public awareness campaigns 

on NATO membership. 

From January to December 2016, she worked for NATO’s Press and Media office. 

As of 1st March, she is the director of NATO Information and Documentation 

Centre in Kyiv, Ukraine. 

Previously, she worked for a private airline company, Sky Europe Airlines in 

Bratislava, Slovakia (2005-2006) on a number of projects including internal com-

munications.

In 2003, she established and headed a Slovak based NGO Centre for European 

and North Atlantic Affairs to contribute to public and academic debate on Slo-

vakia’s membership to the EU and NATO. Her work included public relations and 

media appearances, public speaking, donors and stakeholders relations as well 

as the management of the NGO.

A graduate of the University of Economics of Bratislava, Slovak Republic, Bar-

bora is also an alumni of the CPD Summer Institute and holds a Public Affairs 

diploma from the Chartered Institute for Public Relations in the UK. She currently 

serves as a non-resident Research Fellow with the Centre on Public Diplomacy, 

University of Southern California. 

Director of  NATO Information and Documentation Centre, Ukraine
Barbora Maronkova
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A Forbes Top 20 Social Media Influencer, Glen Gilmore, known as @GlenGilm-

ore and @TravelEsquire on Twitter, is an author, attorney and digital marketing 

strategist who provides consultations and customized training to members of 

the Fortune 500. A founding faculty member at the Rutgers University School of 

Business Digital Marketing Executive Programs in the USA, Gilmore is recog-

nized as a top thought leader in broad range for topics, from Content Marketing, 

Augmented Reality, to the Internet of Things.

Called a “man of action” by TIME magazine, Gilmore is a former two-term mayor 

of a community of nearly 100,000. He also served as an Infantry Lieutenant with 

the NJ Army National Guard and earned the Silver Wings of a paratrooper at Ft. 

Benning, Georgia. IBM has called him a “futurist”.

Forbes Top 20 Social Media Influencer, Digital Marketing Strategist, 
USA

Glen Gilmore
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Vato is the Founder, Chairman and Chief Creative Officer of Communication 

Agency WINDFOR’S (Tbilisi, Georgia), since 2004 until present. 

Through these years, under his leadership, WINDFOR’S became one of the lead-

ing agencies of the region, being awarded at various important international 

festivals, such as: KIAF, Golden Hummer, Golden Drum, EuroBest (gold), Ad-

BlackSea, ADCE Awards (silver), shortlisted in Cannes.

His working experience counts successful collaboration with almost all big cli-

ents operating on Georgian market: Banks – TBC Bank, Bank of Georgia; Mo-

bile Operators – Geocell, Beeline; Insurance Companies – GPI Holding, Aldagi; 

Internet Providers – Caucasus Online, Silknet; Development Companies – Axis, 

Lisi; Beer Producer – Castel; Mineral Water Producer – Borjomi; etc., as well as 

Governmental organizations and NGOs.

Vato holds an Executive MBA degree from Berlin School of Creative Leadership 

(Steinbeis University, Berlin, Germany).  

 Founder, Creative Chairman at Communications agency “WINDFOR`S”, 
Georgia

Vato Kavtaradze
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James Miller is the Managing Editor of The Interpreter where he reports on Rus-

sia, Ukraine, and Syria. James runs the “Under The Black Flag” column at RFE/

RL which provides news, opinion, and analysis about the impact of the Islamic 

State extremist group in Syria, Iraq, and beyond. He is a contributor at The Daily 

Beast, Foreign Policy, The Atlantic Council, and other publications. He is an expert 

on verifying citizen journalism, and has been covering developments in the Middle 

East, specifically Syria and Iran, since 2009. Follow him on Twitter: @MillerMENA.

Managing Editor, The Interpreter / RFE, 
USA

James Miller
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Samaruddin “Sam” Stewart is a journalist and media technologist based in Cal-

ifornia. He frequently trains US journalists on how to best use digital tools for 

storytelling with the SPJ Training Program in partnership with the Google News 

Lab. Prior, he was awarded a Knight Foundation grant for his innovative work in 

verification of visual content for journalism and was also a Stanford University 

John S. Knight Journalism Fellow. His prior work includes managing and edit-

ing roles at Aol News, Agence France-Presse, The Arizona Republic, and was 

the US Department of State’s 189th Franklin Fellow, serving as a media expert 

providing strategic advising on media outreach and audience engagement.  He 

holds an MBA from Central European University and both a Master’s and Bach-

elor’s degree from Arizona State University’s Cronkite School of Journalism. He 

was selected by the Fulbright Program in 2014 into the Specialist Grant roster 

and also serves as a Board of Supervisors appointed Arts Commissioner for San 

Mateo County, California.

Journalism Technologist, former Department of  State Franklin Fellow, 
former Stanford University Knight Fellow

Samaruddin Stewart
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Nino Bolkvadze, Director of the Information Center on EU and NATO, is a pub-

lic policy specialist by training, graduate from Maastricht University’s Master’s 

course and Open Society Institute alumnus. She has worked as a programme 

manager for Conflict Prevention and Integration Programmes of the OSCE High 

Commissioner on National Minorities in Georgia and, later, as an evaluation 

specialist at the OSCE Vienna headquarters. Further on, she has led the USAID 

funded project, which helped to build the capacity of the Georgian Ombuds-

man’s Office in protecting the rights of ethnic and religious minorities. Prior to 

joining the civil service, Nino Bolkvadze was a policy officer at the Embassy of 

the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Georgia and Armenia. 

Director of  Information Center on NATO and EU
Nino Bolkvadze
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1. Tbilisi: An eclectic melting pot from the hanging balconies in the crumbling 

Old Tbilisi district and the Per sian-style sulfur baths clad in turquoise mosaics, 

to unique art nouveau buildings falling into disrepair sitting side by side with 

futuristic glass structures, Tbilisi is a city that inspires. The Georgian capital 

lies on the banks of the Mtkvari River and is surrounded by mountains on 

all three sides. Archeologists trace the first settlement in today’s Tbilisi 

to the 4th millennium B.C. Its position on the old Silk Road turned it into a 

multicultural hub, reflected today in the city’s ethnic diversity and eclectic 

architecture. The baths in Abanotubani follow the Per sian tradition, only 

the thermal water bubbles up naturally from the ground below. Tbilisi gets 

its name from the Old Georgian word “tbili,” meaning warm, due to its hot, 

sulfurous water. Moving away from Abanotubani, a walk into the Old Town 

reveals old churches, mosques and synagogues and even the ruins of the 

most northern Zoroastrian fire temple.

GEORGIA
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2. Ushguli: Europe’s highest village up in the Caucasus Mountains 

around 2,200 meters above sea level, this small village is Europe’s highest 

continuously inhabited settlement. Sitting at the foot of Mount Shkhara, 

Geor gia’s highest point, Ushguli is famous for the medieval defensive towers 

connected to each house. It’s deep in the Svaneti region, known for its unique 

culture that was once cut off from the rest of the country. The main town of 

Mestia is on its way to becoming the Georgian equivalent of a Swiss resort 

but Ushguli has been saved by its poor transport routes, which have helped 

preserve the village’s timeless feel. Ushguli and the region of Upper Svaneti 

are classified as UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

3. The birthplace of  wine: When we think of the origin of wine we 

tend to think of France, Italy, Greece or Persia, but Georgia is in fact one 

of the world’s oldest wine regions. Many discoveries left the historians no 

Georgia, which is 
sandwiched between the 
Caucasus Mountains to 

the north, the Black Sea to 
the west and dry deserts to 

the south, which borders 
Russia, Azerbaijan, Armenia 

and Turkey, is not only a 
crossroad of  cultures, but 

has a wealth of  spectacular 
landscapes. Georgia is 

quickly becoming one of  
Europe’s hottest new destina

tions. Here are just few 
reasons to visit Georgia.
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doubt that Georgia was the birthplace of wine. Ancient wine vessels made 

of clay, bronze and silver; golden wine cups; wine barrels dated to the 2nd or 

even 3rd millennium BC, as well as vine seeds found in the ancient tombs of 

the Bronze age outline a continuous story of the history of Georgian wine. In 

2003 archaeologists found evidence that Stone Age people were producing 

wine here up to 8,000 years ago. Since then, wine has played a core part 

in Georgia’s national identity. The country’s ancient tradition of fermenting 

grape juice in clay vessels, known as “kvevri”, has made it onto UNESCO’s 

Intangible Cultural Heritage list. There are hundreds of indigenous grape 

varieties and Georgian wine is slowly gaining recognition globally.

4. Mysterious cave cities: Georgia is home to some of the most 

unusual cave cities in Europe. By themselves, they’re reason alone to visit the 

country. The oldest is Uplitstsikhe, an ancient settlement that resembles a lu-

nar landscape. Others include Davit Gareja, a vast monastic complex carved 

into the rock of Mount Gareja, and Vardzia, a spectacular underground city 

that once housed 2,000 monks.

5. Supra: a traditional Georgian feast: One of the best ways to get to know 

the country is through its food. In fact, if you haven’t tried a Georgian “supra,” 

or feast, you haven’t experienced Georgia. The local cheese bread is called 

“khachapuri,” the most famous being the Adjaran variety. It’s a baked bread 

boat filled with gooey, melt ed, tangy “sulguni” cheese, a whole egg yolk and 

some slivers of butter. Yes, it’s heart stopping, but so delicious. Gathering 

with friends and family is very important here. If the guests are attending 

supra, it is even merrier. So if you are invited, don’t be shy: try all the dishes 

(it’s a big pleasure for the hosts if their guests are full and happy), join the 
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toast-master, take wine with the others and say some warm words too. The 

order of toasts is not always the same: it varies from region to region, but 

generally the first glass should be drained for God and peace, because both 

play very important role for every Georgian. If you learn the phrase “Gmerts 

dideba chven mshvidoba” (“May the God’s greatness bring you peace”), it 

would be really appreciated.

6. Remote mountain villages: The remote regions of Khevsureti 

and Tusheti in the Caucasus Mountains are home to spectacular medieval 

villages with small communities that still retain their ancient pagan traditions. 

The roads going up here are an adrenaline rush in themselves. Tusheti is a 

cluster of communities, kind of like a Georgian Shangri La, full of old towers, 

churches, villages and spectacular mountain scenery with wild flowers and 

trees with leaves that almost look golden. Tusheti has numerous hiking trails 

and the locals are known for their generous mountain hospitality.

7. Beautiful and ancient churches: Georgia adopted Christianity 

back in 324 AD and the country is full of spectac ular churches and cathedrals 

in incredible locations. Whether it’s the UNESCO World Heritage Sites of 

Mtskhe ta’s Svetitskhoveli Cathedral or Kutaisi’s Bagrati Cathedral, or the 

dramatic hill top position of the church in Kazbegi, Georgia’s churches never 

fail to paint a pretty picture.

8. The people and Georgian hospitality: For Georgians, a guest 

is a sacred thing and they will often go out of their way to help you. Georgian 

generosity and hospitality will often take the form of lots of food and even 

more drink. As say in Georgia, “Gaumarjos!” (Cheers!).
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Tbilisi, one of the most ancient European capitals, is situated on the banks of the 

river Mtkvari, on the cross-roads of the trade and political, on the key location be-

tween the Europe and Asia. Hence it became a kind of melting pot of both cultures.

The foundation of Tbilisi is related to the Georgian King Vakhtang Gorgasali in 

the 5th century. But the history of the place goes back to the ancient times. 

Attested by archaeological excavations, the territory of Tbilisi had been inhab-

ited as early as the 4th millennium B.C. The most ancient source, in which it is 

mentioned, belongs to the second half of the 4th century, when a fortress was 

erected at this location in the reign of King Varaz-Bakuri. In the 5th century in 

the reign of King Vakhtang the town became the political capital of Georgia, 

replacing old capital of Mtskheta. The name of the city – Tbilisi (tbili in Georgian 

means warm) reflects the multitude of the hot sulfide springs. Sulfur bath hous-

es were constructed at this location – the Bath House District (Abanotubani).

TBILISI
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Throughout its history Tbilisi was many times conquered and destroyed by hos-

tile invaders: in the 4th century by Persians; in the 7th century by Khazars, in the 8th 

century by Arabs, for more than 3 centuries the Arab Amira ruled the city, which 

was regained in the 10th-11th cc by the Georgian Kings of Bagrationi Family. In the 

13th and 14th centuries Tbilisi was several times destructed by the Mongols. In the 

16th-17th cc the city was often overtaken by Turkish and Iranian troops.

The most devastating invasion happened in the 1795, by the Pesian Agha- Muh-

hamaed – Khan, who destroyed the entire city.

In result of these invasions the old districts of the city has been destructed many 

times  and just a few buildings of the ancient and medieval periods survived, among 

them the Narikala Fortress, Anchiskhati church, Sioni church,  sulfide baths etc.

In 1801 Georgia fell under the Russian occupation – the statehood was abol-

ished as well as the autocephaly of the Georgia Orthodox Church, that counts 
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15 century history. Only in 1991 Georgia regained political independence and 

statehood.

This hard history put its imprint on the urban image of the city. The most part 

of the old town has been renovated in the 19th century, however preserving the 

medieval urban structure and the network of the streets, as well as the tradi-

tional type of the dwellings with the inner yards, open balconies and etc. The Old 

city (Zemo Kala, Qvemo Kala, Seidabade, Isani, Avlabari etc.) developed on the 

slopes of the mountains, while the new, so called European districts, such as the 

Sololaki, Vera and the Rustaveli Avenue district, developed along more flat parts 

of the river Mtkvari valley. Many European architects contributed to the urban 

development of the city. 

Serious changes were caused by the communist rule during the Soviet period, 

resulting in demolishment of many old buildings and heritage properties. At the 

same time new districts were added to the old town (Vake, Saburtalo, Digomi etc.)

In recent decades many old dwelling districts and urban units have undergone 

rehabilitation and restoration.
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In spite of the dramatic political events, Tbilisi always played a role of the cul-

tural, educational, academic centre for the whole Caucasus.

One of the most attracting features of this town is its multi-ethnical, multi-con-

fessional, multicultural   character – all the neighboring people, from north and 

south Caucasus found here shelter and hospitality. In the Old City there are Or-

thodox, Armenian, Catholic churches next to the Jewish Synagogues, Muslim 

Mosque etc. Even the remnants of the Zoroast Temple are preserved in the Kala 

District.

The city has been historically known for its religious tolerance. A large portion of 

the city is Christian, with the majority being Orthodox. There are many Catholics, 

Lutherans, Baptists, and other Christian denominations as well as Armenians.  

A part of the population is adherents of Islam and another part being Jewish. 

Kurds also live in Tbilisi, many of them being Yezidic. It is especially notable in 

Old Tbilisi with its abundance of churches or places of prayer belonging to var-

ious confessions.

At present Tbilisi is the Capital of independent Georgian State.
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